Basement wiring diagram

Basement Wiring Plan Template A basement wiring plan is very necessary to instruct how to
run the wires. Here is a basement wiring plan template available to download. You can use it to
design your wiring plan when you want to start fast. School Layout. House Plan. Mall Floor Plan.
Small Hotel Plan. Home Wiring Plan. Office Layout. Landscape Design. Salon Design Floor Plan.
Warehouse Security Access. Basement Wiring Plan. Garden Floor Plan. Gym Design Floor Plan.
House Wiring Plan. Emergency Evacuation Plan. Electrical Plan. Restaurant Seat Plan.
Dimension Floor Plan. Kitchen Design Layout. Hospital Emergency Plan. Restaurant Floor Plan.
Canteen Design Layout. Home Fire and Emergency Plan. Office Building. Color Floor Plan.
Theater Seat Plan. Floor Plan Flyer. Library Fire Evacuation Plan. Home Reflected Ceiling Plan.
Download Template:. Get Edraw Max Now! Free Download. Share Template:. Browse our wide
selection of wiring plans to pick one that's just right for the design and structure of your house.
Completing your wiring plan with professionally designed symbols to connect wires in your
house. Try It Now Buy Now. In the following video I walk you through the electrical planning for
my basement. I used a program called Microsoft Visio. You don't have to use Visio, I used it
because I had previous experience with it through my job. You can use just about any other
software or even a piece of paper and some colored pencils. The idea isn't to get the perfect
plan but rather to have a good summation for how you're going to wire your finished basement.
The Adobe Flash Player is required for video playback. Typical recessed lights are indicated
with the letter "R" with a circle around it. Connect all of the recessed lights with a line and then
draw that line back to the light switch. The type of light isn't important, just indicate that you
plan to have a light. Don't skimp on lighting, lean towards having to many. This is a basement
after all so it will naturally be dark and have very little natural light. I actually thought I had
planned to many lights but now I wish I had added a few more. It doesn't do any good to plan
out the recessed lights but not have a switch to control them. Deciding where to put the switch
is tricky at first. Just walk through the rooms of your house and note where the switches are
placed. Now walk through your basement and think about when someone will want to turn on a
light. Even if your basement is one big open space, like mine is, you still want to think about
certain areas as "rooms" and group the lighting accordingly. As you saw in the video, you
should have an outlet on every wall and every 6 feet. Check your local building codes for their
exact rules but that is the typical code today. So if a wall is 12 feet long you probably want 2
outlets spread evenly across. Think ahead if you want to have a switched outlet and be sure to
diagram that in your plan. In the video, I installed a "double gang" outlet which just means 1
outlet with 2 plugs in the ceiling of the family room. One of the plugs only gets power if the
switch is "on". I intend to install some rope lighting in the ceiling and plugging it into the
switched side of the outlet, this way I have an easy and seamless method for turning it on and
off. I didn't touch on this in the video but I installed a single dedicated circuit for some plugs
along the wall of the family room. The TV and all of my stereo and gaming electronics will plug
into these dedicated electrical outlets. You don't have to do this but for 20 minutes of work I
have peice of mind that no other electric devices will be on that circuit. If someday one of my
kids plugs an amplifier for a guitar into an outlet and it accidentally sends a power surge
through the circuit, it won't fry all of the expensive electronics. If you plan on having a treadmill
in your basement, you should put in a dedicated circuit. Treadmills can take up to watts of
power, that's almost an entire circuit. You will likely need a sub-panel installed for your
additional electrical circuits. These are the big things. We'll need some more space and time to
cover 3 way switches, GFIs for your bathroom and the bathroom fan. Start slow and add some
each day, you may have to re-draw it 3 or 4 times, I know I did. But once I had the plan set it was
a huge help. Signing you up Free Basement Cost Estimator. Here's the deal, if you'll give me
your email address your good one, not that fakey one you have for male enhancement pills I'll
send you some great basement content about once a week. Know what? You're about to get a
new friend, me! Click the Button Below to Sign Up. Click the Button Below. Rosemary - Glad the
info is helpful for you. Please do let me know if you think of other questions. I really want this
site to be a great resource for basement finishing. Great info! I want to complete my electrical
plan ensuring wiring is properly alocated to circuits. I will have two treadmills, home theater
system, workshop in an open concept basement with painted ceilings. John - First, I am not an
electrician, but I did watch one work once from afar. I would have a 20AMP circuit for each
treadmill, those guys suck some power. Another one dedicated for the theater system. Now for
the workshop, it depends on what you're putting in there. Probably one circuit will do it, but if
you're running a planer or something at the same time as something else then there's an
outside chance you might want 2. But probably just one. Waiting for the Sub-Panel discussion. I
collect pinball machines and am in the process of planning out the basement. Lots going on,
and looking forward to this as it is a concern right now for me in my planning stages. Hey David
- Did you see the sub-panel article yet? I can add a second one, maybe do a personal

recommendation for your plan - that could probably help everyone out. All in all good
experience going through your experience. Coming from school age and I probably do what you
do Nerd work with lot visio planning at work , I should recommend one thing to you; emphasis
on Serial vs Parallel wiring. And of course, I am not buying those affiliated books : School debt
is enough. Hell Seemit - You're letting a little school debt get in the way of your finished
basement dreams? I disapprove. Just kidding I know that can be rough. But, and I'm being
totally unbiased here, my book and videos will save you money on your basement. I know that
sounds salesy, but it's not. If you're going to finish your own basement, you should buy it.
There, with that out of the way let's get to the question, which I'm not sure I fully understand.
The plug to plug wiring is serial. Not sure what you mean by parallel wiring? As for the load
distribution, I've got that article in draft and on my short list to post to the blog. It's an easy
concept that's tricky to explain. If that makes sense. Thanks for all the info. I am in the process
of finishing my basement myself. The only thing I hired out was the egress window and well.
There is a lot of great helpful info on this site. The outlet you described is a "duplex" outlet. It is
single gang. So if you put two outlets next to one another in the same box, you'd have a double
gang outlet. If you put two outlets next to one another in the same box and both were of the
2-outlet variety, you'd have what's commonly referred to as "double duplex. I put mine about
14" from the floor to the bottom of the box. That's what was done in the rest of my finished
space by the builder. Hey Danny - A good rule of thumb is not more than Remember, it's not the
receptacle count per say that is the issue. It's what you plan to plug into those. If you install just
1 receptacle but then plug a treadmill into it - boom - that's pretty much the entire watts that the
15 AMP breaker will handle. But you could install 10 receptacles and just plug in a few lamps
and a couple TVs or stereos and you'll be good to go. Finally, for electrical circuits I highly
recommend 20amp circuits if you have that option. Good luck! I'm planning on getting a self
contained steam room that has a sauna type with it, what amp breaker and size wire should I
use? Your website is exactly what me and my husband need! We are redoing our basement in
our townhouse. We have to knock out walls and ceilings heavy smoker lived in the house before
us and there's popcorn ceiling Anyway, the wiring concerns me the most. A lot of the lighting
fixtures in our house are the originals, taking 60walt bulbs. They burn out easily. We've been
replacing a lot of them over time. But I'm wondering if we need to hire an electrician to come
take a lot at the wiring and consult us about our basement plans. I freak out easily thinking
about the house catching on fire from a wiring accident. Hi Natalie - Yes! I would hire one for a
consult if that was my house. You don't have to pay him or her to do all the work just yet Hi, I
was asked to provide a one line electrical diagram for service equipment. Hey NiiO - I'd say your
code official wants to see a dedicated circuit for your service equipment. Hope that helps. I'm
wiring 2 new bedrooms in basement. I have been told different things about putting both
bedrooms on 1 circuit, putting each on separate and then doing can lights for both on 1 circuit
and then outlets on another. What would be your suggestion? Thanks in advance. We are using
all led lights on the basement and would like to run it all on one circuit. Is it possible to run 3
and 2 way switches on one circuit? Your email address will not be published. Comment Box.
Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Diagramming the
electrical plan for your basement In the following video I walk you through the electrical
planning for my basement. Plan for wiring recessed lighting Typical recessed lights are
indicated with the letter "R" with a circle around it. Plan for wiring light switches It doesn't do
any good to plan out the recessed lights but not have a switch to control them. Plan for wiring
outlets As you saw in the video, you should have an outlet on every wall and every 6 feet.
Consider a dedicated electronics circuit I didn't touch on this in the video but I installed a single
dedicated circuit for some plugs along the wall of the family room. Other Special Electrical
Items If you plan on having a treadmill in your basement, you should put in a dedicated circuit.
Cheers - Jason More articles on wiring your basement. Need wired internet but don't have a
jack? Check out my article on Powerline Adapters Here's a checklist of 21 tools you'll need to
wire your basement. Not sure where to start? Read more on "How" to wire your basement. Let's
Do This! I hate spam, your email is safe. Unsubscribe whenever, no hard feelings. Sign Up With
Facebook. Questions and Comments Click here to ask a question or leave a comment. This is
great! Finally information that is helpful!!! Good luck and have fun! How does this relate to
electrical planning? Just curious. Just a quick correction -- The outlet you described is a
"duplex" outlet. My question is how many duplex receptical's can you run in a line on one
15amp breaker. Thanks for your help. Leave a Question or Comment Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. Welcome to the electrical phase, aka wiring a basement. Here
you'll find articles on how to wire a basement from the viewpoint of total amateur. I'm just being
real with you. I'm not a pro. These are tips from my own experience when I wired my basement.
Hopefully you can benefit from my perspective. The only work I did not do was install my own

sub-panel. For that I hired Craig of Ashburn electric and he did an awesome job. Thank you
Craig! Enjoy these posts. I hope they inspire and inform. But please, please do not let this be
your own resource. Is there a particular post that you'd like to see in this section? I'm open to
suggestions. Just post a comment below. Need a video explaining a tough concept? Looking
for more? Each week in the newsletter I tried to include a tip or design idea that can help with
your basement project or home just improvement in general. Some weeks I skip it and play golf
instead - sorry I'll make it up to you. Free Basement Cost Estimator. Here's the deal, if you'll give
me your email address your good one, not that fakey one you have for male enhancement pills
I'll send you some great basement content about once a week. Know what? You're about to get
a new friend, me! Signing you up Click the Button Below to Sign Up. Click the Button Below.
Thanks a lot for all you're doing here Jason! I just moved from Ashburn and an already finished
basement to just across the border in West Virginia. Now it's DIY time. This site is exactly what
somebody like me needed! I'm sure I'll have a lot of questions in the near future, especially
about this electrical stuff. Thanks again! Matthew - I actually lived in Charles Town for awhile,
I'm guessing you're somewhere close to there. Thanks for commenting - good luck on finishing
your basement, ping me with questions anytime. Jason, Did you complete the installation of the
outlets and switches, and test them, before you hung the drywall? Russ Craig. Hello Russ - No, I
was worried about that myself. I installed and tested 2 outlets and a switch just to make sure I
knew what I was doing but rest I only wired. So before drywall the only thing installed was the
blue box and the wiring. No outlet. Jason , I'm just finishing a few more touch up before
inspection. Your website is the best and it help me throughout this journey. How was the rough
inspection and did the inspector ask questions. I did all the little details such as staple every 6",
fire blocking and ect. Is there anything you could think of , just let me know. You are a guidance
to us diyer. Clear away anything that might block their view of the receptacles. My guy didn't
check every single one, he check one or two then just walked around and spot checked the rest
visually. If you have an electrical plan drawn out, have that in hand and mention that you have it.
He probably won't look at it but it shows that you're organized not a huge deal if you don't have
one though. Good luck! If something does happen to fail, don't take it personal, just ask any
clarifying questions and tell him you'll fix it right away and reschedule a new inspection. If you
pass right away, awesome, if it take one or two rounds - no big deal - just keep moving forward.
I am seeing it take form, that lovely path to YOU. As Anita wishes for herself, so I wish for her
alsoâ€¦. Julie Jordan Scott recently posted.. Am moving a basement office to a new room. Old
office had 3 separate lines to the main power panel. Office has 3 computers, 3 printers and the
usual other stuff relative to a computerized office that requires electricity. The new office has
just one. The new room has already been finished paneling, not wallboard and the room already
had 3 outlets when we moved in all in poor locations I'd like to add at least1, maybe 2, circuits
and maybe outlets. There is one wall on the new room that is not finished on the opposite, or
north, side. The breaker panel is in a large room to the far south which is 32 feet long and also
finished. The new room is 15' x 14'. I know there is a section in the long room, along a cold air
return that is hollow as well as a furnace room that is, of course, unfinished. So I'm thinking
that, hopefully, I can run the electric wiring from the panel, through the hollow area above the
ceiling, through the ceiling area of the furnace room, through a hollow spot along a stairwell
and then down the unfinished north side of the room I'm moving to. This is where I'd like to
install outlets and then make a left turn and install more outlets. This wall is insulated and backs
to the concrete wall. I'm thinking, can I position the outlet boxes where I want them and fish the
wire through holes i drill in the wall studs? And can i do the same thing on the insulated and
finished wall that backs up to the concrete? Really appreciate!!! Hey its a great article to know
and learn about how can you wire your basement, after reading your article i'm about the begin
the process of wiring its good to know about the different ways of wiring. Thanks for sharing
these. Jason, very good okay - amazing and complete site for this project. We've moved from
SE Iowa to SE Minnesota about 13 years ago and I had remodeled our old 's bungalow wiring,
walls, plumbing, drywall before we moved. I wanted some info to refresh my skills and your site
has done it - well. Aside from the couple misspellings yeah, I'm that person , the site is pretty
complete with information presented in a decent manner. I even have to give you props on your
humor but grudgingly so. I may want to touch base with you on a question or two but if I don't, I
want you to know that I really appreciate your efforts here. Thank you! Now where do I send my
money? Your email address will not be published. Comment Box. Save my name, email, and
website in this browser for the next time I comment. Intro to Wiring Your Basement - If you don't
read anything else but why wouldn't you??? This is a great starting point. There's a picture of a
kitten and a kid on a bike with a square wheel. I knew that kitten would seal the deal. Lighting
Design Recessed Lights and Light Switches - Once you start designing your basement you'll
quickly be asking yourself - How many recessed lights should I install? Where should I put light

switches? Don't worry - I've got you covered. Read this. But don't get paralysis by analysis, you
can add some things on the fly. Permits and Inspections - This post was written to cover all
phases but if you're worried about permits or electrical inspections, give this one a once over.
Don't worry, getting permits and inspections is not as bad you probably think. Basement
Sub-Panel - Do you need to install a sub-panel? How much will it cost? From romex wire, to wire
nuts. I try to include a brief note on why you need each item as well. You can buy all of these at
once if you want, most if not all are required. Buying the right components can be confusing
and expensive. I break it down for you in this post. Installing Recessed Lights - Need a great
starter project to learn how to do your own electrical? This post will walk you through the
general steps of replacing a lame o' pull down light with a money recessed can light. Even if
you're not ready to finish your basement, having more light is nice. Blue Electrical Boxes - Yup,
a whole post about those blue boxes. Perhaps you've seen them? There are quite a few options
so read through this one to make sure you're getting the right kind. Electrical Box Extensions The day after my drywall was installed I quickly realized that I had a big problem. Save yourself
a huge headache and read this article. Installing a Light Switch - Seems pretty basic and for the
most part it is. Another great starter project. In fact you may want to make this one your first
one. Wiring - 12 gauge, 15 gauge, three way wires, two way wires. White, black, neutral, copper,
the "travel" wire WTF? It's enough to make your head spin. I break down the whole scene and
reveal a shocking secret about electrical inspections. Do you live in Chicago? Or Chicagoland ,
as they say. You may be required to use metal conduit when installing your electrical. Please
check your local code. Here's a couple of articles on metal conduit installation. Some do
though. Let's Do This! I hate spam, your email is safe. Unsubscribe whenever, no hard feelings.
Sign Up With Facebook. Questions and Comments Click here to ask a question or leave a
comment. Matt I might have just posted this about three times Can I run Romex? Hey Brian - I
wouldn't. You wouldn't be able to install a box either. Is there a limit to the number of wires that
can be run through a single hole in a stud? Leave a Question or Comment Cancel reply Your
email address will not be published. Your first decision will be deciding where to draw that
power from. Here are the questions I would ask myself about your existing subpanel:. If the
answer to both of those questions is yes, then you should be safe using your existing subpanel.
I decided to go another route and have a new subpanel installed in my basement. I went this
route for a few reasons:. I was left with a brand new subpanel in the basement which I felt was
ultimately cleaner and easier for me to tackle than the existing subpanel. I had no experience
whatsoever with wiring when I first started. The truth is that once you understand the basics of
wiring it becomes more of a creative project than anything else. In essence, this is the starting
point for understanding what it will take to rough in your basement electrical. When you can
understand how a run works everything starts to make a little more sense. For example, I have a
total of 6 electrical runs in my basement. Those 6 runs are as follows:. You may be required by
code to put your bathroom on a dedicated run, as the bathroom will require a GFCI plug, or a
ground fault indicator. In my basement I used two different wiring gauges, 12 and 14, which
deliver 20 and 15 amps respectively. The smaller the gauge the larger the wire, hence the more
amps it can deliver to your electrical run. Inspectors like to see 12 wiring used for plugs
because they can handle a larger load and are less likely to pop your breaker or cause issues. I
then make a run from one of my plugs up to the light switch. Because 14 gauge wire is thinner
and easier to work with, why not just use 14 to go up to the light from the switch? This is
considered a no-no and your inspector will not approve this. Switches and plugs will make up
part of your basement electrical runs, while lights will make up the other part. My AHA! You
have to think about what will need constant power plugs and what will need to be controlled
through a switch lights, fans, switched outlets. What happened to the awesome electrical rough
in video detailing the distances, heightsâ€¦â€¦etc of outlets, switchesâ€¦. Can you recommend
any similar vidoesâ€¦â€¦just when I reached the electrical stage the video no longer works.
Thanks for the heads up, looks like the video was removed for some reason. I went ahead and
replaced it with another one that covers much of the same information. Let me know if you have
any specific questions about wiring that I can help answer. Good luck! I did not use any vapor
barrier electrical boxes. It looks like these create an airtight seal around all of your electrical
boxes. Far from it! Really appreciate your site. Thanks for the question. Best of luck on your
basement finish and let me know if you have any other questions. This will be inside of my
finished drywall. It should be no problem at all. Let me know if you have any other questions
and best of luck with your finishing project! In certain areas it is code to use EMT conduit in
residential buildings. I just purchased a new build and all electrical is in conduit. It seems like
having a basement sub panel would be really beneficial. We might call someone in to do the
project just to be safe. Thanks for the great information! Does code require GFI anywhere else
in a basement. I remember I was required to have a GFI receptacle under my stairs in an

unfinished storage space. Other than that I think the bathroom was the only other spot. I think
the main question for me would be cost savings. Mail will not be published. Save my name,
email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. November 15, at pm. Tony says:.
November 16, at am. Dave says:. December 31, at am. February 9, at am. Tom says:. January 27,
at pm. January 28, at am. Kasey says:. March 4, at am. March 8, at am. Ryan says:. August 30, at
pm. Andrew says:. September 5, at am. Danni Black says:. November 22, at am. Jesse Mayben
says:. May 23, at pm. June 6, at am. Search This Site. This website is powered by IFC Studios.
How to Install Basement Electrical Wiring. Wiring Outlets Wiring Electrical Outlet for the Home
Home electrical wiring includes volt outlets and volt outlets and receptacles which are common
place in every home. See how wiring electrical outlets for the home are done. Electrical Wire
Electrical Wire for the Home Complete listing of electrical wire types and parts used for home
projects with electrical code information serves as selection guidelines. For more information
about Electrical Wiring Electrical Wiring Electrical Wiring Home electrical wiring projects with
pictures and wiring diagrams. Name required. Email will not be published required. Get a Quick
Reply! Ask an Electrical Question. Click here to cancel reply. Motor Home Circuit Electrical
Troubleshooting. Kitchen Stove Electrical Circuit Checks. Estimated Time: Depends on
personal level experience, ability to work with tools, work with electrical wiring, and the
available access to the project area. Important: Modifying existing electrical circuits or installing
additional electrical wiring should be done according to local and National Electrical Codes,
with a permit and be inspected. The basement electric project is definitely a doable DIY project.
Check this outâ€¦. This is extremely simple to do. No degree from MIT needed. The Finished
Electric is done after drywall is finished. Side Note: I taught my then 8 year and 11 year old
daughters to install standard outlets and make the connections one weekend afternoon and did
it in about 10 minutes time! And YESâ€¦I did double-check all there electric work of course! So
you have no excuses! I cover this stage of the electric in complete detail inside the members
area in the Finished Electric Video Training. Call and check with your local building codes office
to be sure. And this new electric skill-set will pay dividends down the road too. The next time
you want to add or change an existing light fixture, replace an outdated light switch or outlet
anyplace in your home your going to feel like an electric God! Not mention the sweet sweet
cash your going to save not having to hire an electrician ever again! Your wife may
mysteriously want to snuggle with you again. The real money associated with wiring your
basement is in the Labor if you sub this out to an outside electric contractor. But your doing it
yourself so we can eliminate that dollar amount all together. You got to be thinking this way too.
Any other electric items such as special lighting fixtures bath fan unit, vanity light, ceiling fans,
sconce lighting, etc. Occasionally I get feedback from my students in the form of testimonials
telling about their basement finishing success and progress. This is the email that keeps me
motivated and reminds of why I began teaching homeowners how to finish their own basements
in the first place. Well this morning I was checking my email and there was a cool email from a
student of mine named Bobby. This was one of the shortest emails I have ever gotten from any
of my students yet it spoke volumes about what the training is doing for bobby project. And
below this one line of text was an attachment that contained two images he wanted me to see.
Below are those images:. I wanted to post this to get you excited about doing your own electric
and plumbing! I believe that you can and should wire your own basement project. The electric
stage of the basement project is one of easiest in terms of physical labor and degree of
difficulty in my book. Good luck with your finished basement wi
bass tracker forum
acura rl forum
2007 toyota tundra fuse box diagram
ring projects. If you have any question about your electric projects please leave me feedback in
comments section below on this page. A membership to Basement Finishing University
includes everything you need to finish your own basement:. Plus get your free basement cost
calculator and find out what your finished basement will cost you! The Basement Finishing
University is dedicated to anyone thinking about finishing their own basement. Here you can
learn how to finish the entire basement project yourself or partially finish your basement with
the help of subcontractors. Whatever goals you have for your basement, chances are we can
help you achieve them. Sign up For Videos Delivered New Monthly Plus get your free basement
cost calculator and find out what your finished basement will cost you! Name Email Address
Sign Up. Basement Finishing On YouTube. About Basement Finishing The Basement Finishing
University is dedicated to anyone thinking about finishing their own basement. Follow Us.

